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Table 3.3. Estimated land areas required for the fossil fuel and nuclear infrastructure in California and the United States circa 2018. 

  California United States 
 Area per 

installation 
(km2) 

Number Area 
(km2) 

Number Area 
(km2) 

aActive oil and gas wells 0.05 105,000 3,327 1.3 million 65,000 
bAbandoned oil wells 0.00005 225,000 6.6 2.6 million 128.5 
bAbandoned gas wells 0.000025 48,000 0.7 550,000 13.8 
cCoal mines 50 0 0 680 34,000 
dOil refineries 7.28 17 124 135 983 
eKilometers of oil pipeline 0.006 4,800 29 258,000 1,550 
eKilometers of gas pipeline 0.006 180,000 1,080 2.62 million 15,700 
fCoal power plants 1.74 1 1.74 359 626 
fGas power plants 0.12 37 4.5 1,820 221 
fPetroleum power plants 0.93 0 0 1,080 1,007 
fNuclear power plants 14.9 1 14.9 61 911 
fOther power plants 0.93 0 0 41 41 
gFueling stations 0.0018 10,200 18 156,000 275 
hGas storage facilities 12.95 10 130 394 5,102 
Total   4,736  126,000 
Percent of CA or U.S.   1.2  1.3 

aNumber of active oil and gas wells, compressors, and processors from Oil and Gas (2018). The area of each is calculated from the 
3 million ha of well pads, roads, and storage facilities required for 600,000 new wells from 2000 to 2012 (Allred et al., 2015). 

bThe number of abandoned U.S. oil and gas wells is from U.S. EPA (2018), slide 11. The California number is calculated as the 
U.S. number multiplied by the California to U.S. ratio of active wells. The area of each abandoned oil well is estimated as 50 
m2, and of each gas well, 25 m2 from Jepsen (2018). 

cThe number of coal mines is from EIA (2018a). The area per mine is estimated from the total area among all mines from 
Sourcewatch (2011) divided by number of mines here. 

dThe number of oil refineries is from EIA (2018b). The area of each refinery is based on the area of the Richmond, California 
refinery. 

eKilometers of oil and gas pipeline for the U.S. were from BTS (2018); for California were estimated. The area needed for each 1 
km of pipeline is estimated to be 6 m (3 m on each side of the pipe) multiplied by 1 km. 

fThe numbers of coal, gas, petroleum, nuclear and other power plants are from EIA (2018c). The areas for each coal, gas, and 
nuclear plant is derived from Strata (2017). For coal, the area includes those for the plant and waste disposal (mining is a 
separate line in this table). For gas, the area is just for the plant. For nuclear, the area includes the areas required for uranium 
mining, the plant itself, and waste disposal. The areas required for petroleum and other are an average of that for a coal and gas 
plant. 

gThe number of retail fueling stations in the U.S. is from AFDC (2014) for 2012 and in California, from Statistica (2017) for 2016. 
The area of a fueling station is estimated from the area of a typical gas station. 

fThe number of gas storage facilities is from FERC (2004). The area of a gas storage facility is estimated as that of the Aliso Canyon 
storage facility. 
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